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The fear of the discomfort of hot flashes (and myriad of other menopausal issues) drives
otherwise sane woman to hormone therapy. Now the often touted bio-identical “natural”
substitute has now been re-evaluated showing that even though purchased through a
compounding pharmacy, it has risks.
Both therapies put back some of the hormones but the pharmaceutical version, being synthetic,
has been found to increase the risk of heart attack, blood clots, breast cancer, dementia and
stroke.1
Erika Schwartz, founding director of the Bioidentical Hormone Institute, has used bioidenticals
for 16 years and admits that even these are synthetic. Despite the fact that they are made
from plant derivatives, they nevertheless are pharmaceutically manufactured and have a

synthetic component.
The risk for bioidentical compounds, though far less, does show cause for concern due to the
fact that dosage, if too high, can cause endometrial cancer and fatal stroke.
The problem here, according to Adriana Fugh-Berman, an associate professor at Georgetown
University Medical Center, is a “misconception that if a chemical is the same as the chemical
your body makes, it must be good for you”. Oprah Winfrey and Suzanne Somers believe that.
We think out of the box. Through “intuited” research we know that if the root cause of a
condition is not addressed then relief is due to the masking of symptoms. The concern is the
level of acid-producing chemicals from these products that accumulates in the body thus driving
up the chance of cancer, now recognized as an acid disease.
Intuited research findings show that although symptoms are relieved by both bioidentical
compounds and pharmaceutical therapies…2
 Endocrine system damage (glands) is 90 percent less with bioidenticals
 There is cell mutation with both, but 90% less with bioidenticals
There is a 90 percent relief of symptomology through cleansing cells of toxins and electromagnetic radiation. The last piece of the puzzle appears to be the clearing of the continuum
that is our health into the future. This has recently been accomplished with energy medicine.
The root cause of all those uncomfortable menopausal symptoms all along may have been in
need of “future” medicine!
Vital health and wholeness is not only possible through all-natural water-based frequency
infused HydroNoetics formulas, but it is preferred.
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